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Solar Orbiter 
Exploring the Sun-Heliosphere Connection

Science Goals

• What drives the solar wind and 

where does the coronal magnetic 
field originate from?


• How do solar transients drive 
heliospheric variability?


• How do solar eruptions produce 
energetic particle radiation that fills 
the heliosphere?


• How does the solar dynamo work 
and drive connections between the 
Sun and the heliosphere?


Planned to be launched on 5th 
February 2020



What Will Solar Orbiter Measure?
Solar Orbiter is a mission explicitly designed to measure the solar environment and 
link its phenomena back their sources.



Photons
STIX hard X-ray 
images - full 
Sun



What Will Solar Orbiter Measure?

Fields: 
Electric 

Magnetic 

Photons & Waves  

Particles: 

Electrons 

Protons & α-particles 

Other ions (Z≥3) 

(Dust) 

Neutrinos 
Dark Matter  

Dark Energy

When you’re in the solar wind, your environment consists of…

From D. Williams presentation



Photons
▪ Surface maps of: 

▪ Magnetic field strength & direction 
▪ Doppler velocity 
▪ Visible-light intensity 

▪ Mid- and upper atmosphere: 
▪ Images of structures in… 

▪ Chromosphere/transition region (H0 Lyα) 

▪ Transition region (He+) 
▪ Corona (Fe+9) 

▪ Slit spectra:  
▪ Spatially scanning (”rastering”) and  

fixed-slit (temporal variations) 
▪ Large T range: (chromosphere) 4.0 < log10 T < 6.5 (corona) 
▪ Plasma composition (balance of elements) & Doppler velocity 

▪ Impulsive events: 
▪ Spectrally and spatially resolved (Hard X-rays: e- bremsstrahlung) 

▪ Outer corona 
▪ Images of large-scale structures & shocks 

▪ visible light intensity and polarisation (electrons) 
▪ Lyα @ 121.6 nm (hydrogen)



There are multiple sources of slow solar wind – active regions are one source. 
Identifying the source directly in the wind by the time it gets to 1 AU is extremely challenging….
Understanding the detailed physical processes can only be achieved by getting closer.

The Slow Solar Wind
Harra et al., 2008 Brooks et al. 2015

Fazakerley et al., 2016

A real difficulty is connectivity - what 
leaves the Sun and makes it into the solar 
wind?



The Fast Solar Wind
Harra et al., 2015

Cirtain et al., 2007

The fast solar wind is ‘easier’, but still not well 
understood. 



What drives the solar 
wind and where does 

Karpen et al., 
2017

Models are key!

Models with 
predictable 

observables important 
from the source at the 
surface to the in-situ 

data

Courtesy, Marc De Rosa - understanding 
where the open field is critical to choosing 

pointing!  



From Alexi Rouillard’s talk



Connectivity tools

Being developed as part of the Solar Orbiter MADWAG

http://connect-tool.irap.omp.eu

Being used to predict the solar wind source that meets 
PSP

Linkage is key to Solar Orbiter science and should be used 
to within the archive also to aid user selection of data.

http://connect-tool.irap.omp.eu


The ideal implementation and interaction of these methods would be as follows: 

1. User selects time range of relevant in-situ data 

2. User gets a plot of the time range and relevant SW Speed, Densities, Temperature etc. measurements 
as selected 

3. User selects region of that data to calculate backmapped images for 

4. Model uses average SW speeds from the selected time period to return a series of images taken at 
times predicted by the estimated solar wind velocity 

5. User gets a short breakdown of relevant parameters of the estimated source region (i.e a table 
containing Observed Time, Spacecraft Location/ Distance to the Sun, Bulk flow speed, Density, etc.), 
and an image of the Sun at the time the parcel of plasma was emitted. 

6. User is allowed to cycle through the different IS table - RS image combinations 

7. User is prompted to download selected data as either complete .cdf files + .fits files (raw), or 
alternatively .h5/.csv processed file of selected measurements + .fits files. 

8. If the raw data is used, some useful formatting for easy linkage could be, for example, a .cdf file 
containing the in-situ data in rows, with one of the columns being the calculated time for the parcel of 
plasma detaching itself from the Sun, and a .fits file containing the remote sensing images. 

Suggestion of implementation from UCL PhD student Diego De Pablos Aguero


